Negative selection with the Diphtheria toxin A fragment gene improves frequency of Cre-mediated cassette exchange in ES cells.
The Cre-lox system is an important tool for genetic manipulation in embryonic stem cells. We previously reported that the cassette exchange strategy using the mutant lox66/71 and lox2272 combination showed high recombination efficiency and stability. However, the efficiency was strongly affected by the position of chromosomal target lox sites. To enrich successful cassette exchange events, even in clones showing lower recombination efficiency, we have improved exchange vector. The Diphtheria toxin A fragment gene was placed in the un-exchanged region for negative selection and the puromycin N-acetyltransferase gene, instead of the neomycin phosphotransferase gene, was used for positive selection. By reducing random integration, the frequency of successful cassette exchange increased up to 2-4 fold. Furthermore, by adding the third lox site to induce intrarmolecular recombination, the recombination efficiency of cassette exchange itself was improved, and the frequency increased to maximum 5 fold, in which the percentage of exchanged clones reached to 50-70%. This strategy should be useful for other recombinase-mediated cassette exchanges.